Festival of Learning Showcase

Facilitator(s): Mr Max Jackson, Project Officer, Prisons and Higher Education from Ethics Equity and Social Justice

Strategic theme: Equipping graduates

Subject Title: Freedom to learn

Contact Details: Max - Max.Jackson@curtin.edu.au

Brief Description:

Students will interact in one to one face to face encounters where one plays the role of a student recently released from prison or still involved with the criminal justice system, and the other could be a staff person helping them with their enquiries, or another student who they are trying to make friends with.

Benefits:

A quick learning experience about equity and access for marginalised people

Time/Day: Wednesday 18 March 2015, 10:00 – 10:30am

Duration: 30mins

No. of Sessions: One

Venue: Building 300.219

Special Requirements: maybe four or six chairs